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Abstract
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Introduction

There has been renewed interest in therapist behaviours and qualities that promote a facilitative therapy relationship (Norcross & Wampold, 2011). Psychotherapy has consistently been found to be effective (Luborsky, Singer, & Luborsky, 1975; Wampold, 2000), yet how it works in terms of in-therapy processes and sequences of change requires research (Elliott, 2010). This is a critical area of inquiry in order to continually develop effective therapeutic interventions (Ablon, Levy, & Katzenstein, 2006; Lambert, 2007). The therapeutic alliance between patient and therapist has long been recognised as a psychotherapeutic variable related to treatment outcome (Horvath, Del Re, Flückiger, & Symonds, 2011). However, the recent task force on evidence-based therapy relationships highlighted that few studies have explored the process of how the therapist-patient relationship facilitates improvement in therapy, with few methodologies capable of disentangling complex associations between patient, therapist, their relationship, and outcome (Norcross & Wampold, 2011).

Therapist and Patient Factors in Psychotherapy Process

Research has long investigated therapist factors and techniques related to improvement in psychotherapy, with therapist skill and capacity to establish a therapeutic alliance showing robust relationships to positive therapeutic outcomes (Blatt, Sanislow, Zuroff, & Pilkonis, 1996; Luborsky, McLellan, Woody, O’Brien, & Auerbach, 1985; Orlinsky, Grawe, & Parks, 1994). Recent research suggests that therapist contribution to the alliance is actually more important to the correlation between alliance and therapy outcome than is the patient contribution- therapists who formed better alliances had better outcomes (Baldwin, Wampold, & Imel, 2007; Del Re, Flückiger, Horvath, Symonds, & Wampold, 2012; Dinger, Strack, Leichsenring, Wilmers, & Schauenburg, 2008). Whilst therapist techniques have been linked to patient expression of affect
and better alliance in therapy (Ackerman & Hilsenroth, 2003; Town, Hardy, McCullough, & Stride, 2012), there have been few studies examining the interior nature of successful and unsuccessful sessions at the level of the therapist-patient dialogue. Recent literature has begun to examine therapist-patient discourse to identify therapist and patient contributions to significant change processes within therapy (Levitt & Piazza-Bonin, 2011). In particular, Valdés et al. (2010) found that within change moments patients brought up an number of different emotions and therapists explored these emotions rather than introducing new ones.

Evidence suggests that successful therapy is recognisable from early sessions (Comninos & Grenyer, 2007). Studies of brief cognitive therapies for depression have found that patients least improved by session 3-4, were also least improved at long-term follow-ups of 12-18 months (Fennell & Teasdale, 1987; Gilboa-Schechtman & Shahar, 2006). It is less clear what makes early sessions so useful to some patients, as such studies have not further characterised the interior of the early session for early improved patients or their therapists. One possible line of inquiry is the relationship between early session language use by the therapist and patient, and outcome. One study found that in session 3 of 14 sessions of therapy, therapist statements that were subtly hostile and controlling correlated with self-blaming statements of the patient, and were associated with poorer outcome (Henry, Schacht, & Strupp, 1990).

**Psychotherapy for Major Depression and Personality Disorder**

Both major depression and personality disorders are highly prevalent, recurrent and persistent, often comorbid, and are linked to significant functional impairment and morbidity (Bromet et al., 2011; Kessler et al., 2005; Leichsenring, Leibing, Kruse, New, & Leweke, 2011; Lin et al., 1998). Personality disorders have been increasingly investigated as a factor in the outcome of major depressive disorder, with recent findings indicating that a comorbid diagnosis of
personality disorder elevated the risk of persistence of major depressive symptomatology (Levenson, Wallace, Fournier, Rucci, & Frank, 2012; Newton-Howes, Tyrer, & Johnson, 2006; Skodol et al., 2011). Psychotherapy is considered primary treatment for both major depression and personality disorders (National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence, 2009a, 2009b). However, psychotherapy with these patients can be highly challenging due to chronic patterns of self-defeating behaviours, inability to form and maintain interpersonal relationships, and their tendency to enact maladaptive relationship patterns in their relationship with their therapist (Bourke & Grenyer, 2010; Hollon, Thase, & Markowitz, 2002; Skodol et al., 2002; Zanarini, 2009). Hence, there seems to be a heightened need to investigate therapeutic change processes, particularly in terms of the therapist-patient relationship, for patients with such chronic comorbid diagnoses.

**Emotion and Cognition in Psychotherapy**

Psychotherapy literature has long discussed the likely relevance of emotion and cognitive constructs. Recent functional neuroimaging studies have found that therapy outcome is associated with significant metabolic changes in limbic and cortical regions (Benelli et al., 2012; Goldapple et al., 2004; Linden, 2006), and specifically, that long-term therapy for depression induces neurobiological changes in neural pathways implicated in emotional reactivity and control (Buchheim et al., 2012). There have also been empirical attempts to study the benefits of therapeutic processes which lead to affective and cognitive integration. Patient mastery of emotional self-control and cognitive self-understanding has been found to be related to improvement in symptoms (Grenyer & Luborsky, 1996). A relationship has also been found between the therapist’s emotional language within therapy and outcome for the patient, particularly when therapists named more emotions in sessions (Hölzer, Pokorny, Kächele, &
Luborsky, 1997). A number of studies have particularly investigated positive emotion and its relationship to cognition. These have found a relationship between positive emotion and cognitive abilities of the patient, that is, positive emotions improve creative problem solving skills by increasing the tendency to combine and relate material in new ways (Frederickson, 1998, 2001; Isen, Daubman, & Nowicki, 1987; Links, Bergmans, & Cook, 2003).

**The Therapeutic Cycles Model**

Linguistic methods have been used to measure emotion and cognition expressed through dialogue within therapy. Linguistic processing technologies are an innovative window into the interactions between therapist and patient, and provide an opportunity to investigate verbal processes in relation to the outcome of therapy. Reviews of computer-assisted linguistic research approaches can be found elsewhere (Mergenthaler & Bucci, 1999; Pennebaker, Mehl, & Niederhoffer, 2003). The Therapeutic Cycles Model (TCM) is a computer-assisted text analysis investigating psychotherapeutic processes at the level of the therapist and patient emotional-cognitive dialogue (Mergenthaler, 1996). The TCM may also been used to analyse the dialogue of therapist and patient individually (McCarthy, Mergenthaler, Schneider, & Grenyer, 2011), demonstrating the usefulness of the TCM as a tool to separate therapeutic processes of patient and therapist.

The TCM measures the frequency of marker words for emotional tone (affective language tapping into emotion), abstraction (conceptual language tapping into cognition), and narrative style (storytelling marker words that are neither emotion nor abstraction) (Mergenthaler, 2008). Research has found differences in overall emotional and cognitive language use in session based on patient outcome, particularly that emotion and cognition is higher in sessions of improved patients (Mergenthaler, 1996). The TCM also measures four conditions, or emotion-abstraction
patterns. Each indicates a phase of therapeutic discourse (Mergenthaler, 1996, 2008). Relaxing is where emotional tone and abstraction are below the mean; discourse is regenerative and descriptive. Reflecting occurs when emotional tone is below and abstraction above the mean; a phase of intellectual cognitive processing. Experiencing is identified where emotional tone is above and abstraction below the mean; emotions are experienced. Connecting is where emotional tone and abstraction are above the mean; there is emotional access to conflictive themes, theorised as necessary for change to occur. The critical connecting pattern has been associated with treatment success across a number of theoretical orientations and across diagnostic groups (Mergenthaler, 2008). However, the relationship between relaxing, reflecting and experiencing patterns in sessions, and treatment outcome, is unclear (Mergenthaler, 2008).

The TCM identifies significant events conducive to therapeutic improvement by marking them as connecting cycles. Connecting cycles are presumed significant events that can be identified as a relaxing-connecting-relaxing sequence of language, and indicate where emotion and cognition are elevated and connected for a problem solving phase to occur (Mergenthaler, 2008). A great deal of research has now shown connecting cycles to be consistently related to therapeutic success, and also to a number of psychological and therapeutic processes (Buchheim & Mergenthaler, 2000; Gelo & Mergenthaler, 2012; Lepper & Mergenthaler, 2005, 2007, 2008; Villmann, Liebers, Bergmann, Gumz, & Geyer, 2008; Walter et al., 2010). A “connecting cycle” is a key moment in therapy. It begins and ends with a relaxing pattern, and must contain a connecting pattern (when emotion language and abstraction language are both high). Thus, connecting cycles are significant events of heightened reflection and emotional engagement in the material. Shift events indicate where a connecting phase is to begin, and thus an insight or change is to follow, identified where positive emotion increases above the mean after a negative
period (Mergenthaler, 2008). According to TCM literature, positive emotion words are emotional tone words categorised as representing positive emotions, and are considered to “broaden-and-build” within therapy, that is, initiate a problem solving experience. Negative emotions, similarly, are emotional tone words categorised as negative emotions, and are considered to “deepen-and-provide” within therapy, present where problematic material is being presented (Mergenthaler, 2008).

The present study seeks to investigate individual therapist and patient processes at the in-depth level of their dialogue across a session. Specifically, we will examine how therapist-patient emotional and cognitive dialogue influences therapeutic change for the patient, using the TCM. We are specifically interested in psychotherapy processes with patients with comorbid diagnoses of major depression and personality disorder due to the well documented difficult nature of their psychotherapy. A new variant of the TCM method – separating therapist and patient narrative events – was developed here in order to identify the individual roles of each speaker within the change process.

The TCM has only been used in one study to identify change processes in early sessions (Mergenthaler, 1996), and has thus far not investigated the interior sequence of early session language in relation to long-term outcome. Research reviewed suggested not only that long-term change can be recognised early in therapy, but that differences in the interaction between therapist and patients can also be recognised as early as session 3, through the type of language they use (Fennell & Teasdale, 1987; Gilboa-Schechtman & Shahar, 2006; Henry, et al., 1990). Few studies have investigated the nature of early sessions, and the processes in early session that are useful to patients. To examine this further, session 3 was chosen for investigation in this study as it is a very early session, and follows after the initial relationship establishment and goal
setting that occurs in sessions 1 and 2. Therefore, we specifically aimed to investigate group differences between therapists and most and least improved patients (assessed at 12-month follow-up) in their use of emotional-cognitive language across the time of session 3. Due to a noted lack of research into therapeutic processes throughout the course of a session, we particularly focused on comparing language during early (minutes 0-20), middle (minutes 21-40) and end (minutes 41-60) segments of session, in order to characterise the interior sequence of the session. We planned to examine differences across the time of the session in number of connecting cycles, emotion-abstraction patterns and shift events. We also examined whether therapist-patient emotional and cognitive dialogue differed between most and least improved patients during the entirety of session 3. We planned to examine differences between groups on all variables: connecting cycles, emotion-abstraction patterns, emotional tone and valence, abstraction, narrative style and shift events.

Based on previous research utilising the TCM, we particularly expected that in session 3 the most improved group would pass more connecting cycles than would least improved; and, the proportion of time spent in emotion-abstraction patterns (relaxing, reflecting, experiencing, connecting) would differ between most and least improved groups. Further, we hypothesized that there would be a difference in the relative frequencies of emotional tone, abstraction and narrative style between most and least improved groups; and, those most improved would have higher relative frequencies of positive emotional tone and lower relative frequencies of negative emotional tone.

**Method**
**Data Source**

Participants were 20 patients undergoing psychotherapy at a university health service clinic, with DSM-IV diagnoses (American Psychiatric Association, 1994) of major depression and personality disorder (Cluster A: 2, Cluster B: 6, Cluster C: 12, Not otherwise specified: 8; see Table 1 for sample characteristics). Personality disorder was a consistent diagnosis for all clients, and all met the severity criterion for clinical significance of personality disorder in that the disorder interfered in more than one important part of their life (e.g. work, relationships). The distribution of clusters between the two groups was approximately equal (e.g. the least improved had one cluster A, four cluster B, three cluster C and three NOS, with one patient having both a cluster A and C diagnosis). In relation to the subtypes within clusters, both with a Cluster A disorder were of the Paranoid subtype (N=2), most with a Cluster B diagnosis were of the Borderline subtype (N=4), and, most in Cluster C were Avoidant (N=5) or Dependent (N=4). All participants gave written informed consent to participate in this research following Institutional Review Board approval.

**Participant Selection**

The 20 patients included in this study were carefully selected as a sub-sample of the clinic's clients, and are representative of the continuum of good-poor outcome at 12-month follow-up from the clinic case-mix. A number of criteria were considered when selecting patients according to the aims of this study as follows. Clients of the clinic are either referred by another health professional, or self-referred. To ensure that all participants had the same dosage of treatment, participants were excluded if they did not complete the full course of treatment of 16 sessions, and if they had symptom data missing at intake, termination or follow-up. Participants were also excluded if they commenced treatment with a Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) (Beck, Ward,
Mendelson, Mock, & Erbaugh, 1961) score of ≤ 15, as low scores at follow-up therefore would not be representative of a great level of improvement. The 20 patients selected had consistent diagnoses of major depression and personality disorder in accordance with the aim of the study (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). Patients were independently assessed with a structured clinical interview (SCID-I and SCID-II) (First, Gibbon, Spitzer, Williams, & Benjamin, 1997; First, Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 1996) by an experienced, trained clinician who had achieved excellent reliability on these measures. The following comorbid diagnoses were excluded to ensure homogeneity of diagnoses and thus of symptoms targeted for treatment: current substance dependence, schizophrenia or other psychotic disorder, bipolar disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, eating disorder, organic brain disorder or serious medical conditions (e.g. cancer).

According to the aim of the study to investigate therapeutic processes according to patient follow-up outcome, the sample of 20 was also selected to comprise 10 patients who were considered to have a “most improved” outcome and 10 patients considered to have a “least improved” outcome at 12-month follow-up. These two groups of patients were therefore carefully matched for intake diagnoses and measures of symptomatology, as well as demographic variables, but were purposefully mismatched with opposing outcomes at 12-month follow-up. The two equal samples of 10 patients were selected as most and least improved using the recommended cutoff of 16 on the BDI at 12-month follow-up (Cohen, Norris, Acquaviva, Peterson, & Kimmel, 2007; Matthey, Barnett, Ungerer, & Waters, 2000; Pinto & Francis, 1993; Taylor & Klein, 1989). It has been suggested that BDI ≥ 17 is most closely associated with depressive states therefore helping to identify those in the study who had not recovered (Kendall, Hollon, Beck, Hammen, & Ingram, 1987). Each patient’s BDI and Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) were measured at intake, termination and 12-month follow-up. The BDI is a
self-report measure of the intensity of 21 depressive symptoms and attitudes. The psychometric properties of the BDI have been well researched, with internal consistency reported as a mean coefficient alpha of .86 for psychiatric populations (Beck, Steer, & Garbin, 1988). The GAF is a rating scale (0-100) of psychological, social and occupational functioning (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). Studies have found the GAF to have good inter-rater reliability and concurrent validity (Startup, Jackson, & Bendix, 2002). The 10 most improved patients had mean intake and 12-month scores on the BDI of 26.30 (SD=7.75) and 6.40 (SD=4.38; min=1, max=16) respectively, along with mean intake and 12-month GAF scores of 56.2 (SD=8.30) and 77.50 (SD=6.35). The 10 least improved patients had mean intake and 12-month scores on the BDI of 29.70 (SD=5.25) and 21.88 (SD=4.34, min=17, max=28) respectively, along with mean intake and 12-month GAF scores of 49.30 (SD=7.67) and 55.56 (SD=9.82). Diagnostic and demographic variables across treatment are illustrated in Table 1.

PUT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

Psychotherapy

The data used in this study was treatment session 3 of psychotherapy, transcribed verbatim from audio recordings. Treatment consisted of 16 weekly, 60 minute sessions (that is, one session per week) of a specific manualised time-limited version of psychotherapy (Luborsky, 1984; Luborsky et al., 1995), which has received empirical support (Crits-Christoph et al., 2001). This psychotherapy is a well-known, time-limited, relationship-oriented therapy and forms part of the evidence base for dynamic therapies (Leichsenring, 2001; Leichsenring, Rabung, & Leibing, 2004). The treatment was provided at a university health service clinic by ten doctoral-level
clinical psychologists with comprehensive training in this psychotherapy applied to depression and personality disorders. A PhD clinical psychologist author with an extensive background in short-term dynamic psychotherapy provided weekly supervision to each therapist and monitored adherence using audiotapes and rating scales. There were no differences between therapists on adherence or competence ratings or in the way treatments were delivered across this study.

**Measures**

*The Therapeutic Cycles Model*

A microanalysis of a session transcript using the TCM (Mergenthaler, 1996) calculates the absolute and relative frequencies of each linguistic variable for therapist, patient and their combined language within blocks of 150 words throughout the session. As previously indicated, measured linguistic variables include emotional tone, the positive and negative valence of emotional tone, abstraction, and narrative style (Mergenthaler, 2008). From this data the emotion-abstraction pattern of each word block (reflecting, relaxing, experiencing or connecting), as well as the presence of connecting cycles and emotional tone shift events, are determined.

**Procedure**

*Data analysis*

Sessions were transcribed from audio recordings according to the detailed rules and recommendations for transcribing psychotherapy samples of Mergenthaler and Stinson (1992). The Cycles Model software (Mergenthaler, 1996) was then used at the University of Ulm to perform a microanalysis of the 20 transcripts, reporting quantitative scores of the linguistic variables in each 150-word block for statistical assessment.

*Statistical analysis*
Although samples were equivalent in severity at intake and session 3, as seen in Table 1, to be cautious we ran initial ANCOVA analyses controlling for intake BDI. This revealed that BDI at intake was not significantly related to the language variables measured in session 3. As there was no relationship between initial severity and our findings, and given that the assumptions of normality were not met, for the results reported here we have chosen to only report nonparametric statistics.

To test group differences on the TCM variables sequentially across the session, each 60 minute session was split into 3 segments of time: 0-20 minutes, 21-40 minutes, and 41-60 minutes. TCM data indicating emotion-abstraction patterns, connecting cycles and emotional tone shift events in each 150-word block were converted to proportions of total word blocks within a session segment to control for length of transcript (Mergenthaler, 1996). This TCM data was then analysed with the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test at the three time points, and from three perspectives: therapist language scores, patient language scores, and combined therapist-patient language scores (therapist-patient dyads). Exact significance will be reported due to small sample size. In order to examine the in-session processes of both most and least improved patients individually, comparisons within outcome groups of TCM data between session segments were examined using the Friedman two-way ANOVA and the Conover nonparametric method of multiple comparisons (Conover, 1980).

To test group differences in TCM variables in the entirety of the session, TCM data indicating emotion-abstraction patterns and connecting cycles in each 150-word block were converted to proportions of total word blocks to control for transcript length. Levels of emotional tone, abstraction and narrative style were analysed as relative frequencies of words spoken per 150-word block. Comparisons between outcome groups on TCM data were done using Mann-
Whitney U tests from two perspectives: therapist language scores and patient language scores. Exact significance will be reported due to small sample size. Cohen’s d was used to measure all effect sizes. It should be noted that where proportions of session time were analysed, effect sizes are expected to be larger due to small sample size (N=20).

Results

Group differences in the temporal sequence of TCM variables

0-20 minutes of session

As illustrated in Figure 1, combined therapist-patient data showed that the most improved group at 12-month follow-up spent a significantly greater proportion of time during 0-20 minutes of session 3 in connecting cycles (M=43.10%, SD=24.07%, n=10) than did the least improved group (M=18.70%, SD=7.36%, n=10), U=17.50, p=.011, d=1.48. No other differences between outcome groups on emotion-abstraction patterns or shift events reached significance.

21-40 minutes of session

Most improved patients spent a significantly greater proportion of time in connecting word blocks during 21-40 minutes of session 3 (M=16.67%, SD=7.16%, n=10) than did least improved patients (M=9.15%, SD=7.42%, n=10), U=23.50, p=.043, d=1.03. Further, as seen in Figure 1, combined therapist-patient data showed that the most improved group spent a significantly greater proportion of time during 21-40 minutes of session 3 in connecting cycles (M=48.08%, SD=26.01%, n=10) than did the least improved group (M=22.39%, SD=20.76%, n=10), U=22.00, p=.035, d=1.09. No other differences between outcome groups on emotion-abstraction patterns or shift events reached significance.

41-60 minutes of session
Combined therapist-patient data showed that the most improved group spent a significantly greater proportion of time in relaxing word blocks during 41-60 minutes of session 3 ($M=32.80\%$, $SD=6.75\%$, $n=10$) than did the least improved group ($M=17.26\%$, $SD=10.30\%$, $n=10$), $U=15.00$, $p=.007$, $d=1.78$. Further, combined therapist-patient data showed that the most improved group spent a significantly lesser proportion of time during 41-60 minutes of session 3 in connecting cycles ($M=20.80\%$, $SD=11.18\%$, $n=10$) than did the least improved group ($M=55.34\%$, $SD=26.32\%$, $n=10$), $U=9.00$, $p=.001$, $d=1.71$. No other differences between outcome groups on emotion-abstraction patterns or shift events reached significance.

**Within group temporal sequence of TCM variables**

*Sessions of most improved patients*

Most improved patients significantly differed across session 3 in the proportion of time they spent in the relaxing pattern $\chi^2=9.14$ $df=2$, $n=10$, $p=.01$. Most improved patients spent a significantly lesser proportion of time in the relaxing pattern during 0-20 minutes of session 3 ($M=30.53\%$, $SD=9.41\%$, $n=10$) than they did during 41-60 minutes of session 3 ($M=41.31\%$, $SD=7.24$, $n=10$), Mean Rank Difference=1.30 > Critical Rank Difference=.70, $d=1.28$. No other significant differences were found across the session for any other TCM variable.

*Sessions of least improved patients*

Therapists’ dialogue with least improved patients significantly differed across session 3 in their proportion of shift events $\chi^2=6.34$ $df=2$, $n=10$, $p=.042$. Therapists’ dialogue with least improved patients had a significantly lesser proportion of shift events during 0-20 minutes of
session 3 ($M=1.85\%, SD=4.56\%, n=10$) than it did during 41-60 minutes ($M=6.90\%, SD=5.67\%, n=10$), Mean Rank Difference=$1.05 > \text{Critical Rank Difference}= .77$, $d=.98$.

Combined therapist-patient data showed that the least improved group significantly differed across session 3 in the proportion of time spent in connecting cycles $\chi^2 = 9.90$ $df=2$, $n=10$, $p=.007$. Combined therapist-patient data further showed that the least improved group spent a significantly lesser proportion of time in connecting cycles during 0-20 minutes of session 3 ($M=15.19\%, SD=11.52\%, n=10$) than during 41-60 minutes ($M=55.34\%, SD=26.32\%, n=10$), Mean Rank Difference=$1.15 > \text{Critical Rank Difference}= .69$, $d=1.98$, and during 21-40 minutes of session 3 ($M=22.39\%, SD=20.76\%, n=10$) than they did during 41-60 minutes, Mean Rank Difference=$1.25 > \text{Critical Rank Difference}= .69$, $d=1.39$. No other significant differences were found across the session for any other TCM variable.

**Group differences on TCM variables**

As seen in Table 2, when testing group differences on the TCM variables in the entirety of session 3, it was found that therapists’ dialogue with most improved patients had a significantly higher proportion of positive emotional tone words and a significantly lower proportion of negative emotional tone words than their dialogue with least improved patients. Therapists’ dialogue with most improved patients also had a significantly higher proportion of narrative marker words than did their dialogue with least improved patients (see Table 2). No other significant differences were found between therapists speaking with most and least improved patients in terms of emotion-abstraction patterns, abstraction or narrative style.

It was found that most improved patients completed significantly more connecting cycles than least improved patients. Most improved patients also spoke a significantly higher proportion of
positive emotional tone words than least improved patients (see Table 2). No other differences between outcome groups on emotion-abstraction patterns, abstraction levels or narrative style reached significance.

Discussion

Outcomes at 12-month follow-up for patients obtaining psychotherapy for depression and personality disorder could be accounted for by therapist-patient emotional and cognitive dialogue throughout the third session. During 0-20 minutes and 21-40 minutes of session 3 therapist-patient dyads most improved at 12-month follow-up spent more time in connecting cycles, that is, connecting emotion and cognition in a problem solving process. The strength of these findings are underscored by large effect sizes, $d=1.48$ and $d=1.09$ respectively, which reinforces that such differences in the dialogue were obvious and prominent, and of clinical as well as statistical significance. Therapist-patient dyads that were least improved spent more time in these connecting cycles during 41-60 minutes of session, whilst those most improved moved into a relaxing phase. Therapist dialogue with most improved patients was significantly higher in positive emotional tone and narrative words, and significantly lower in negative emotional tone words. The findings suggest that the timing of therapist-patient dialogue throughout session, and patient engagement with therapist interventions may be important.

Analysis of TCM variables at time segments throughout the session, revealed some of the therapist and patient contributions during the hour, based on patient outcome.

0-20 minutes of session
Therapists and most improved patients spent a greater proportion of time in connecting cycles than did those least improved at the beginning of session 3. Connecting cycles indicate where emotional tone is connected with abstraction within the session, that is, where problems can be worked through both emotionally and cognitively. Positive emotion has been consistently linked to the cognitive problem solving process (Isen, et al., 1987; Links, et al., 2003). The TCM literature indicates that negative emotion occurs first within a session in order for problems to be elicited (deepen-and-provide), and is followed by an increase in positive emotion for problem solving processes to begin (broaden-and-build) (Mergenthaler, 2008). The present study indicates that most improved patients were able to move into a problem solving phase more quickly than least improved, marked by their higher number of connecting cycles early in session. This is consistent with our finding that therapists and most improved patients had higher levels of positive emotional tone throughout the entire session, and that patients did not differ between groups in their levels of negative emotional tone. This indicates that both groups were initiating problems to be discussed, but that most improved patients were engaging in more ongoing positive problem solving processes. The finding that most improved patients moved more quickly into this problem-solving process may also be due to these patients finding it easier to engage with their therapist, or being more comfortable within the therapy process, which serves to emphasise the importance of the therapist techniques, and may impact on the way the patient and therapist converse (Ackerman & Hilsenroth, 2003; Orlinsky, et al., 1994).

Dialogue within a connecting cycle can be seen in an example from a transcript of a most improved patient: P: “...so hearing as we talk I sound very positive but I think I’ve got to put my thoughts into actions.” T: “And so what’s different between what you’re telling me and how you really feel inside?” P: “It's like there are two voices- I want to go to tech and learn anything else
exciting, but I’m telling myself that ‘you're not going.’ Because I've got such low confidence in
myself I tell myself I can't do something that I know I've started and I know I do ... I can.” Here
we can see that the patient has insight into their own processes- their thoughts and actions within
and outside of the session, and shows that they can connect their ambivalence with their self-
understanding that they have the competence to complete difficult things. The therapist attempts
to highlight the difference between where the patient is, and where they would like to be, by 
asking about emotion ('feel inside'). The patient responds with further insight into the connection 
between their thoughts and feelings. This passage demonstrates key features of the connecting 
cycle- patient and therapist insight into cognition and emotion in order to work through, or take 
action to problem solve, or “broaden and build” in some way. Therapist encouragement of 
positive emotional tone within session can be seen in an example from the transcript of one of 
the most improved patients: P: “…it’s obvious. Which is really sad because as I said, she hasn’t 
done anything...I’m often trying not to think about it...” T: “...it’s not pleasant to think about it 
obviously...” Here, the patient's word 'sad' is transformed by the therapist into 'pleasant', in an 
empathic yet positive connection to the difficult emotion. Further, the therapist uses a negation 
('it's not pleasant') along with the positive term ('pleasant,' ) to uphold semantic meaning of what 
the patient has said. This subtle process suggests that the therapist may be encouraging the 
patient to shift into a positive problem solving process (Mergenthaler, 2008). Consistent with the 
findings of this study, therapist facilitation of the emotional expression of the patient has been 
found to be associated with improvement in psychodynamic psychotherapy (Diener, Hilsenroth, 
& Weinberger, 2007). Further, Town et al. (2012) found that at the level of psychotherapy 
processes, therapist intervention had significant impacts on immediate emotional arousal in the 
patient. Specifically, Carryer and Greenberg (2010) found that it is a moderate amount of
expressed emotional arousal that is most helpful in therapy for depression, rather than a high or low amount of emotion. Particularly consistent with the results of the present study were findings by Missirlian, Toukmanian, Warwar and Greenberg (2005) that integration is what is important - emotional arousal in conjunction with information and perceptual processing was more predictive of positive outcome than either of these variables alone.

21-40 minutes of session

Most improved patients spent a greater proportion of time in the connecting pattern than did least improved in the middle of session 3. Therapists and most improved patients spent more time in connecting cycles than did those least improved. This indicates that most improved patients continued, up to the 40th minute of therapy, to activate and solve problems with their therapist by frequently connecting emotion and cognition. The finding that therapists of patients in this group had high levels of narrative words throughout the session suggests that therapists may have supported the continual activation of problems to be worked on in session, thus focussing on behavioural regulation.

41-60 minutes of session

Towards the end of the session, therapists and most improved patients spent less time in connecting cycles, and a greater amount of time relaxing than did those least improved. Therapists and most improved patients also spent more time relaxing during 41-60 minutes of session than they themselves did during 0-20 minutes. Relaxing is a period of descriptive language, where both emotional tone and abstraction is low. Conversation is typically not directly related to central issues, allowing regeneration (Mergenthaler, 2008). These findings indicate that critical work has not been done by the most improved patients in this late stage of the session, rather a period of recouping has occurred.
Therapists and least improved patients spent more time during the end 41-60 minutes of session in connecting cycles than did those most improved. Therapists and least improved patients also spent more time in connecting cycles at the end of session than they themselves did during 0-20 minutes or 21-40 minutes of session. This suggests that it took least improved patients 40 minutes before increasing problem solving via connecting emotion and cognition. In this last 41-60 minutes of session, therapist dialogue with least improved patients also had more emotional tone shift events than in the first 0-20 minutes. Shift events are a change to positive emotional tone to encourage connecting. This indicates that therapists may have worked hard with the least improved patients at the end of session to encourage positive emotion and problem solving, consistent with the literature highlighting the importance of emotional processing and the therapist’s role in facilitating this (Town, et al., 2012). This late activity for least improved patients and therapists may be due to therapists finding it more difficult to engage these patients in therapeutic work, or may be due to other patient and therapist variables, which may also impact on language variables (Ackerman & Hilsenroth, 2003; Orlinsky, et al., 1994).

Overall in session 3

Most improved patients were found to pass significantly more connecting cycles over the entire session than did the least improved patients, consistent with previous research. As indicated, this is where emotion and cognition is connected in a positive way for problem solving to occur, and a “good therapy” will be marked by an increasing number of successfully completed connecting cycles (Mergenthaler, 2008). No significant differences were found in the number of shift events between the groups. This is interesting, as shift events to positive emotional tone have been associated with connecting and improvement in therapy. We may speculate that considering the finding that most improved patients and therapists had higher
levels of positive emotional tone in their sessions, that after a shift event they were able to maintain positive emotion, whilst least improved may not have been. Alternatively, perhaps it is the quality of shift events, in terms of material covered that relates to mastery of deeper dynamic conflicts (Grenyer & Luborsky, 1996), rather than the number of shift events, that is important. This warrants further research. Further, abstraction levels did not significantly differ between outcome groups. It could be hypothesized that to promote change in this sample, it was necessary for therapists to regulate the valence of emotional tone rather than increase reflecting and intellectualisation. This may be due to the diagnostic characteristics of the sample, or of the style of the therapists or therapy used in the study. Further research into patterns of cognitive-emotional processing in samples with specific diagnostic categories is needed. The finding of no group differences in the experiencing pattern (where emotion is high and abstraction low) should be noted, considering that emotional language itself was found to be important. Rather, times where high emotion coincided with cognitive language (connecting cycles) were found to be relevant to outcome. These findings are not only consistent with the TCM literature, but with literature on emotional processing in psychotherapy. Greenberg and Pascual-Leone (2006) suggest that neither emotional arousal alone nor reflection alone is sufficient for emotional processing, with studies suggesting that both are required for therapeutic change (Stalikas & Fitzpatrick, 1995; Watson, 1996).

There were several strengths and limitations within this study. As expected, analysing the patient and therapist data separately was valuable in drawing conclusions about the role of both speakers in therapy, and builds on previous research. A previous study investigating TCM variables between early and late sessions within a therapy, found no significant differences in combined patient-therapist language during early therapy sessions, but higher emotion and
abstraction for successful patients during sessions late in therapy (Mergenthaler, 1996). It was concluded that a learning process was occurring across the therapy. However, the current study seems to build on these findings, through separating patient and therapist speech. This present study was able to show not only some therapist contributions towards improvement within a single session, but also that some of the processes towards improvement in therapy began at an early stage. Further, this study is the first to investigate the sequence of language use across an early session, in relation to long-term outcome. Limitations include the small and select sample utilised in this study. This may have limited the power of some analyses and increased the likelihood of spurious results. Replication would allow further understanding with regards to the stability of these findings across different samples and conditions. However, this sample size is consistent with research in this field (Lepper & Mergenthaler, 2005, 2007, 2008), and is due to the time consuming nature of this kind of research given the magnitude of data to be managed and the larger pool required to be collected in order to allow a careful demographic matching procedure supporting the otherwise equivalence between samples. It should be noted that the conclusions drawn from this study are limited by the diagnostic criteria used to select the sample. Further, therapists in this sample spoke far less words within session than did patients. This made our aim of investigating therapist language alongside patient more difficult. As this data includes sequential in-session treatment events, possible interdependency between observations should be considered when interpreting the results. The results of this study are further limited to analyses of a single therapeutic hour per patient. Although this fulfilled our aim to investigate processes within an early session, it is noted that a different pattern of results may be found in other sessions. Although the BDI scores at session 3 were not statistically different, it is possible that changes occurring both prior to this session, and throughout the entire course of the therapy, are
also likely to impact on long-term outcome and further studies are needed to search further into these intriguing findings.

Therapists were able to use more positive emotional tone throughout sessions with most improved patients. This may have enabled a problem solving process and thus more linguistic markers, particularly in the first 40 minutes of session. We may hypothesize that therapists found it more difficult to engage least improved patients in therapeutic work. Least improved patients appeared to struggle to move from problem activation (deepen-and-provide) to the problem solving process (broaden-and-build), and their therapists seemed to work hard to initiate this process at the end of session. It seems that work done during the first 40 minutes of session is most valuable. These results provide a first step towards characterising the interior nature and sequence of psychotherapy sessions via the emotional-cognitive language used. Future research into therapeutic processes across the session would be valuable. Should further research replicate these findings of the importance of specific patterns of therapist-patient dialogue, this could have profound implications for how clinical psychotherapy treatments are manualised, and provide specific guidance for desirable therapist and patient behaviours through the therapy hour.
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Table 1

Comparison between Characteristics of Most Improved Patients and Least Improved Patients at 12-Month Follow-up (N=20).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Most Improved</th>
<th></th>
<th>Least Improved</th>
<th></th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake BDI</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26.30</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29.70</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>-1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 3 BDI</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21.63</td>
<td>9.55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>28.50</td>
<td>12.06</td>
<td>-1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termination BDI</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.70</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>13.32</td>
<td>-2.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up BDI</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21.88</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>-7.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>12.22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>13.70</td>
<td>-.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education in years</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>-.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>(6/10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>(4/10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>(4/10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>(6/10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In a current relationship</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>(6/10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>(7/10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently employed</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>(6/10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>(6/10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic depression</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>(8/10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
<td>(9/10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. BDI= Beck Depression Inventory; Most Improved= 10 BDI scores ≤16 at 12-month follow-up; Least Improved= 10 BDI scores >16 at 12-month follow-up.

*p value is Fisher’s Exact test (2-sided), as expected frequencies are low in a 2x2 design due to small sample size (Agresti, 1992). No statistic is reported with this test.
Table 2

Comparison between Most Improved Patients and Least Improved Patients at 12-Month Follow-up on TCM variables in Session 3 (N=20).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linguistic Variable</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Most Improved</th>
<th>Least Improved</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>n  M</td>
<td>n  M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecting cycle</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>10 0.43%</td>
<td>10 0.86%</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>.280</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional tone</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>592 4.96%</td>
<td>603 4.72%</td>
<td>170263.00</td>
<td>.160</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive emotional tone</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>592 3.30%</td>
<td>603 2.74%</td>
<td>160374.00</td>
<td>.001*</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative emotional tone</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>592 1.66%</td>
<td>603 1.97%</td>
<td>166410.00</td>
<td>.024*</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstraction</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>592 6.12%</td>
<td>603 6.41%</td>
<td>175914.00</td>
<td>.662</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative style</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>592 51.63%</td>
<td>603 47.25%</td>
<td>158329.00</td>
<td>.001*</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecting cycle</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>10 5.85%</td>
<td>10 4.16%</td>
<td>23.50</td>
<td>.043*</td>
<td>.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional tone</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>592 4.87%</td>
<td>603 4.41%</td>
<td>155410.00</td>
<td>&lt;.001*</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive emotional tone</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>592 2.85%</td>
<td>603 2.22%</td>
<td>141354.00</td>
<td>&lt;.001*</td>
<td>.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative emotional tone</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>592 2.02%</td>
<td>603 2.19%</td>
<td>170760.00</td>
<td>.194</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstraction</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>592 5.15%</td>
<td>603 5.01%</td>
<td>171745.50</td>
<td>.258</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative style</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>592 65.59%</td>
<td>603 64.96%</td>
<td>177460.50</td>
<td>.863</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. Most Improved= 10 BDI ≤16 scores at 12-month follow-up; Least Improved= 10 BDI scores >16 at 12-month follow-up. P= Patient, T= Therapist, M= Mean proportion of session time spent in TCM variable, U= Mann-Whitney U test statistic.

*p<.05.
Figure 1. Between group differences in time spent in TCM patterns during three segments of session 3 (Combined therapist-patient data; N=20).

Most Improved = 10 BDI scores ≤16 at 12-month follow-up; Least Improved = 10 BDI scores >16 at 12-month follow-up. Minutes 0-20: b = beginning, Minutes 21-40: m = middle, Minutes 41-60: e = end. Rel = relaxing, Ref = reflecting, Exp = experiencing, Conn = connecting, Cycle = connecting cycle, Shift = emotional tone shift event. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

*p<.05.
FIGURE 1